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Date Submitted: April 05, 2019 

Proceeding name: Nelson Hydro 2019 Rural Rate Application 

Are you currently registered as an intervener or interested party: No 

Name (first and last): Tom Yasek 

City: Nelson 

Province: British Columbia 

Email:  

Phone number:  

Comment: 
As a Nelson Hydro rural ratepayer I question the rate increases for the rural customers. Once we bragged about 
our cheap power the recent years its increased significantly. 
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Are Nelson hydro rural customers subsidizing city costs?

    Is Nelson hydro paying for a lot of city services that do not involve Nelson hydro costs?

The BCUC mission statement:  “shareholders of utilities are afforded a reasonable opportunity
to earn a fair return on their invested capital”.
Last years BCUC response to Nelson hydro suggested their 15% return is a little high
for a  public electric utility'

Might that return be even higher if some city costs “are” being paid out out of Nelson hydro monies and
were removed?

Nelson Fibre, a city fiberoptic initiative appears connected to Nelson hydro although its
difficult to see any financial information in the public city financials.
Why is Nelson hydro paying for an underwater fiber optic cable to the north shore?

The Nelson hydro general manager was managing the cities “Corporate Greenhouse Gas
Consultant”,   the “EcoSave contractor”, is the first person alerted to any problems with the
District Energy system at the Selkirk college geothermal heat system(as related to me by
the maintenance staff who have nothing to do with the system).  So many items
that appear to me should not be Nelson hydro costs.

The Community Solar Garden, subsidized by all Nelson hydro ratepayers paying full retail
for that power.   Fortis, a business, as is Nelson hydro, only pays their wholesale cost of
generation for anyone's excess solar.  They also limit the size so it only matches
the annual requirements, such that no excess power should be generated.
 
Why is Nelson hydro paying full retail for solar power?

Nelson hydro's wholesale power costs as below.

From the 2018 Nelson hydro rate submission   The BCUC requested Nelson hydro's cost
of energy.  Response below.  

page 13 of 28 
item 15.3

Nelson Hydro cost of production
   2017 Power Plant Operating Costs (Electric Supply) = $445,265
   2017 Power Plant Energy Production = 92,496,858 kWh 
   Capital Expenditures 2011 – 2021 = $2,921,855 + $990,221. Average = $355,643
   Approx. cost of energy prod. = $(445,265 + 355,643) / 92,496,858 kWh = $0.0087 / kWh
   FortisBC 2017 Costs of Energy under RS 41 = $0.04501 / kWh
   FortisBC Rate / NH Cost of Energy = $0.04501/$0.0087 = 520% 

Therefore: 
Average wholesale Nelson hydro power  from above $.0269c/kWh.

Nelson hydro's first submission to the BCUC regarding the solar garden stated
it would be fully funded by those opting in, this was repeated in the following year's submission. 
Now the city is using the term “largely” funded.
Their early public information stated there would be a premium cost to the solar power.



Recently grant money installed 3 solar systems on 2 community buildings in Balfour, served
by Nelson hydro.   Nelson hydro is paying full retail for any of their excess power.

Nelson hydro's own bylaw 
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6.4 Net Metering Interconnection Requirements
states
“Rates paid for electricity will be subject to the approval of the Nelson Hydro General Manager and will be determined 
based on economic benefit to Nelson Hydro.” 

Balfour has two community buildings with solar power, both exceeding the Nelson hydro 
bylaw maximum of 25kW.

the bylaw states:

“IPP projects larger than 25kW single phase require special considerations as established in the Nelson Hydro “IPP 
Requirements” document for application and operating guidelines”

These systems don't meet the first requirement to be of economic value, and now they
install systems larger than 25kW.

These are subsidies paid for by all Nelson hydro ratepayers.

There has been a recent announcement by Columbia Basin Trust for community alternate 
energy system grants.  Balfour received a CBT grant for their solar systems.

How many more systems might appear in the Nelson hydro service area to be subsidized by
Nelson hydro ratepayers?

Local social media is calling for a Board of Directors for Nelson Hydro.

Can rural ratepayers participate?  We are half of the customers.

Public city financials are very unclear and little detail is available to determine whether
Nelson hydro funds city items that should be city taxpayer funded.

I support the call for a Board of Directors.




